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ABSTRACT 

Positioning the underwater vehicle plays crucial role in missionary activities of the military forces. Our 

system helps the crew of the ship to locate the underwater vehicle by the nodes which are constructed with the 

acoustic transducers and GPS nodes. This system uses three reference nodes (Beacons) and one master node (The 

ship). All these nodes are rolled out at the surface of the sea. The underwater vehicle has only the acoustic transducer. 

The signal from the acoustic transducer is transmitted by the master node. This signal hits the target. The target 

vehicle detects the signal and sends back the vehicle code to all the beacons and the ship. With the received vehicle 

code, the Times of-flight (TOF) is calculated by each beacons and communicated to the master node with their GPS 

measured positions. The ship calculates the Time Difference of Arrival which is the difference of TOFs calculated 

by the reference nodes (TDoA - Time Difference of Arrival). Thus it helps the crew to locate the underwater vehicle 

precisely. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Most of the positioning systems nowadays use either vessel centric system or seafloor positioning system 

technique. 

The vessel centric tracking system, in this system, the underwater vehicle is tracked from a vessel which 

plays the role as the positioning device.  

This system is not helpful to identify anything more accurate as it knows only the own position of vehicle. 

This method cannot be applied for locating the unmanned underwater vehicle, as the master node needs to know the 

target vehicle’s position for better navigation to locate the target. 

The sea floor positioning system provides spatial information to the target underwater vehicle which is more 

complex and would require extensive survey for the installation of the positioning system at the initial stage. This 

system incorporates a network of transponders to be deployed on the surface of sea level to target the underwater 

vehicle. These transponders positions have to be surveyed and deployed more appropriately hence the system is 

complex to be rolled out and becomes hard to use for the missionary applications.   

The acoustic positioning methods and systems to locate underwater vehicle are classified by the distance it 

covers. They are LBL (Long Baseline), SBL (Short Baseline) and USBL (Ultra Short Baseline). The Baseline is the 

distance between the location of each beacons or reference nodes at the sea surface. In the LBL system, the TOFs 

from the beacons to the target vehicle is calculated by a clock which is common to all the reference nodes and the 

target vehicle or with the time stamps captured by the underwater acoustic transducers. The Ship and the referral 

nodes at the sea surface are not synchronized because the ship does not share a clock with the referral nodes. Thus 

the calculated Times of – Flight is subjected to the deviations from the location of the underwater vehicle. Traditional 

systems typically need increased resources for installation the beacons for the calibration purposes. Therefore, it is  

Table.1. Comparison of Underwater Acoustic Positioning Systems 

 LBL SBL USBL 

Baseline Several Kilometers 20-50m <10cm 

Minimum Quantity and location 

of fixed Acoustic elements 

≥ 3 on sea floor ≥ 3 on Vessel hull 1 on Vessel hull 

Positioning Relative to sea floor Relative to vessel Relative to vessel 

Relative accuracy Best Worst Medium  

Ease – of set up Difficult Difficult Simple 

Size Large Medium Small 

Target Knows its location Possible No No 

Difficult to get it applied. In the SBL and USBL systems, the ship and the underwater Vehicle have to be 

closer so the geometric related configuration problems are avoided, so they are not suited for long-range missions. 

The Table.1, shows the comparisons in the features of the different types of acoustic methods to position the 

underwater vehicle. 

An alternative approach to this configuration is the usage of beacons equipped with GPS and acoustic 

transducers, which allow the easier set up of the system to locate underwater vehicle. The common approach is the 

sensor fusion of different technologies in the same system to negotiate the challenges faced in the traditional acoustic 

positioning system. 
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Working Principle of the Proposed Acoustic System: Our model comprises of the 3 beacons as reference nodes. 

A separate beacon as the master node to which the positioning of the ship has to be communicated. Also a ship at 

the surface of the sea is in acoustic network with these beacons. 

All the reference nodes or beacons and the master node or the ship are assembled with the acoustic 

transducers and GPS receivers. At first, the signal is transmitted by the ship. In our context, the ship will be referred 

as Master Node. The target underwater vehicle receives and detects the signal from the master node to find the target 

vehicle code. The underwater vehicle replies with the detected vehicle code to all the reference nodes and the master 

node through BLE.  

With reference to the received vehicle code, each of the beacons and the ship calculate the TOFs and send 

to the master node along with the GPS measured positions using BLE. Thus the provided TOFs from the reference 

nodes and each of their GPS measured positions, the master node computes the difference in the time of arrival of 

the TOFs (TDoA). There will be no deviations in the TDoA as the master node and all the beacons are synchronized 

with the clock which is common for all them with the help of Pulse per Second technology (PPS), provided in their 

GPS receivers. Therefore, the crew is now able to locate the target underwater vehicle more precisely.  

The proposed system can locate the underwater vehicle accurately even if the distances are larger, as the 

beacons can update their position with the GPS, and they send the information to the ship with the radio frequency 

link at each measurement cycle, so their positions can be always updated. Here the vehicle detection and the 

appropriate distance and the time taken for transmitting the signal to the target is being computed by the system. 

Therefore, the manual intervention is reduced and saves time. 

Hardware Components and Functionalities in the Proposed Model: We have determined a prototype to 

experiment the aforesaid functionality. Our prototype includes the hardware components used such MSP430, the 

acoustic signal transducers and the BLE 4.0 serves as beacons. The proposed construction of the master node (The 

Ship) and the Reference Nodes are as shown in the Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively. 

Master Node: 

 
Figure.1. Layout of the Master Node 

Slave Node: (3 Beacons): 

 
Figure.2. Layout of the beacons 

Acoustic Signal Transmitter and Receiver: The Transmission of acoustic signal from master node for locating the 

underwater vehicle is accomplished with the help of the acoustic signal transmitter. The signal receiver of the acoustic 

transducer at the underwater vehicle detects the signal which is then processed to find its vehicle code. 

GPS Receivers: The GPS receivers identifies the location of the target vehicle with respect to the position where the 

beacons are deployed on the surface of the sea. The GPS receivers has common clock thus all the reference nodes 

and ship are in synchronization. 

MSP430: The MSP430 microcontroller is 8/16 bit processors. It is more powerful as it includes the TMS470/ The 

TMS470 is 16/32-bit ARM-7 and the C2000 that has inbuilt Digital Signal Processor. The MSP430 at the underwater 

vehicle detects and process the signal that has been received to pass its vehicle code to the beacons. The MSP430 at 

the reference nodes compute the Times of –Flight and in the master node it finds the difference between the TOFs 

calculated by each of the beacons.  

BLE 4.0: The BLE 4.0 is a Bluetooth device acts as beacons in our prototype and communicates to the master node 

with the Bluetooth. 

 
Figure.3. Schematic Diagram of the Positioning system to Locate underwater vehicle 
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Where the three beacons, and the master node are deployed at the surface of the sea level. The three beacons 

are proposed to get 3-D coordinates of the underwater vehicle. The beacons, ship and the master node are equipped 

with the acoustic transducers and GPS receivers. Whereas the underwater vehicle has only the acoustic transducer. 

When the ship transmits the acoustic signal, the underwater vehicle performs the signal processing with the help 

MSP430 and detects the vehicle code. The detected vehicle code is thus sent back from the underwater vehicle to all 

the reference nodes and the master node. 

 The beacons thus calculate the Times of – Flight from the received vehicle code and send back to the master 

node along with the GPS positions measured by each of the beacons. The master node can identifies the difference 

of TOFs received which exactly precise the positioning of the underwater vehicle. 

This technique can also be applied to Remote operated vehicle and AUV-Autonomous unmanned Underwater 

Vehicle. The missionary applications are the typical advantages of this positioning system where the underwater 

vehicle can be identified and located without manual intervention. 

2. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Thus we have described the construction and working of the proposed acoustic positioning system. This 

method makes easier to iterate the process by the incorporation of the GPS nodes as the location is updated 

periodically and such that the coordinates are computed with respect to time changes. Therefore, the position of the 

underwater vehicle system is up-to-date without any manual intervention.  

 Only requirement is the successful operation of the communication protocols between the reference nodes 

and the master node at the sea surface using Bluetooth and at the underwater using acoustics. 

 As a future work, this system has to be evaluated and design the response for unsuccessful communication 

protocols and to find the depth how far the transmitted acoustic signal has to travel. 
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